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For More Information

Campus address: College of Business Administration Building (CBA)
4.202, phone (512) 471-2622, fax (512) 471-3837; campus mail code: B6300

Mailing address: The University of Texas at Austin, Graduate Program,
Rozanne and Billy Rosenthal Department of Management, 2110
Speedway Stop B6300, Austin TX 78712

E-mail: manphdadmissions@mccombs.utexas.edu

URL: http://www.mccombs.utexas.edu/departments/management/phd

Facilities for Graduate Work

The physical facilities, computing systems, and research centers that
support graduate work in the McCombs School are described in the
Business Administration section under Facilities for Graduate Work.

Areas of Study

Students in the graduate program in management concentrate in either
organization science or strategic management.

Graduate Studies Committee

The following faculty members served on the Graduate Studies
Committee (GSC) in the spring 2024 semester.

Shiva Agarwal  Andrew D Henderson
Bukky Akinsanmi  Insiya Hussain
Caroline A Bartel  Cha Li
Andrew Brodsky  Luis D I Martins
Ethan R Burris  Shefali V Patil
Johnny S Butler  Francisco Polidoro Jr
Janet M Dukerich  Ramkumar Ranganathan
Steven Gray Jr  Subrina Shen
Paul Green  Puay khoon Toh
David A Harrison

Admission Requirements

Admission to the program is very competitive. Decisions are based on
the applicant’s test scores, academic record (GPA and courses taken),
research experience, personal statement, and letters of recommendation.

Students must enter the program in a fall semester.